CAROL E. LITTLE

Chief Executive Officer
Carol brings a lifelong passion for design to her company,

CDG. With over 30 years of experience as an interior
designer, Carol oversees a group of equally committed
designers each working towards a united goal of creating
unique interior solutions of exceptional value.
■

“ Life is not measured by
the number of breaths
we take, but the
moments that take our
breath away.”
–Author Unknown

Design Experience
Since 1978
Principal
Certified Interior
Designer #0682
Licensed General Contractor
Education
Bauder College Sacramento
Associate of Arts, Interior Design
Awards & Affiliations
DPI-Best Practices Network
2006 National Award,
Outstanding Member
of the Year
AIA Central Valley Chapter,
Affiliate Member, Board Member

■

As a certified interior designer, owner and CEO of CDG, I believe that it’s all about
service – how you can offer the kind of creative solutions that result in positive
outcomes. By focusing on service, our clients are able to enjoy the design process
that we provide, and benefit from the outcome.
I have a passion for working directly with business owners during the
leasing/purchase phase. I know that providing an efficient and attractive space
plan and detailed costing information serves our clients well, and greatly minimizes
costly change orders. The quality of our work is of utmost importance to me.
Each client comes to us with unique project requirements, and is relying on us to
help them fulfill their vision. A family law practice has different space and aesthetic
needs than a litigation firm. In healthcare, an Internal medical practice will have
different needs than that of a surgeon. Learning those nuances to me is fascinating
and very fulfilling. Being able to investigate the inner workings of different types of
businesses, improve their productivity, and impact how they will be perceived by
their clients, is truly a rewarding experience. And the energy we receive from our
clients feeds our passion to be even more creative, more innovative.
What is also rewarding is the volunteer work I’ve been doing with Soroptimist
International of Greater Sacramento and several other community organizations. I
have enjoyed serving the community on many levels. I appreciate what I’ve learned
and gained from all my experiences – personally and professionally. I am most proud
of the work the CDG team did for Hurricane Katrina Relief through Red Cross. ■

IIDA & CCIDC
BOMA, Member Since 1986
ASID Design Excellence 1996
Soroptimist International of
Greater Sac., Past President
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